No.NB(ODI)/2886 /GAD-18/2021-22 13 December 2021

Corrigendum 1:

Invitation of Quotation for Annual Maintenance Contract of Electrical Works, at Quarters of NABARD at Bhubaneswar

Ref.No.NB.ODI/2592/GAD-17/2021-2022 dated 25 November 2021

In continuation of our above referred Notice inviting Quotation for Annual Maintenance Contract of Electrical Works, at Quarters of NABARD at Bhubaneswar posted on NABARD’s website , it is clarified that

1. Minimum Administrative /Overhead charges including insurance and other risk coverage of workers quoted shall not be less than 1% (one per cent).
2. Minimum Service Charges/Profit of the contractor quoted shall not be less than the percentage of IT-TDS applicable to the vendors.
3. The specification of uniforms to be provided to the labours shall be pant and shirt for gents labour and saree for women labour. The minimum cost of each set of uniform shall not be less than Rs.1000/.
4. The tenders with rates quoted less than the minimum rates specified above shall be summarily rejected.
5. The last date for submission of the tender has been extended till 11.00 Hrs on 20.12.2021.

There is no change in other terms and conditions of the respective tenders.

(P.K.Das)
Asstt. General Manager
NABARD, Odisha RO, Bhubaneswar